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Aging in a two-dimensional Ising spin model with both ferromagnetic exchange and antiferromagnetic
dipolar interactions is established and investigated via Monte Carlo simulations. The behavior of the autocor-
relation functionC(t,tw) is analyzed for different values of the temperature, the waiting timetw and the
quotientd5J0 /Jd , J0 andJd being the strength of exchange and dipolar interactions, respectively. Our results
show that this nondisordered model presents a slow nonequilibrium dynamics which, depending on the values
of d, is consistent either with a linear scalingt/tw of the correlation function or with a logaritmic scaling
ln(t)/ln(tw) which is usually associated with activated dynamics scenarios in disordered systems.
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Microscopic long-ranged interactions are always of int
est in different fields of physics because they can give ris
a variety of unusual macroscopic behaviors. Perhaps the
ter example in condensed matter are dipole-dipole inte
tions. In particular, the competition between long-range
tiferromagnetic dipolar interactions and short-ran
ferromagnetic exchange interactions can give rise to sev
interesting magnetic phenomena. Recent works in tw
dimensional uniaxial spin systems, where the spins are
ented perpendicular to the lattice and coupled with these k
of interactions, have shown a very rich phenomenolog
scenario concerning both its equilibrium statistic
mechanics1,2 and nonequilibrium dynamical properties3

Magnetization processes in these kinds of systems ar
interest due to aspects related to information storage in u
thin ferromagnetic films. Moreover, there are several c
texts in which a short-ranged tendency to order is perturba
by a long-range frustrating interaction. Among others, mo
systems of this type have been proposed to study avo
phase transitions in supercooled liquids4 and charge density
waves in doped antiferromagnets.5–7

The above-mentioned systems can be described by
Ising-like Hamiltonian of the type

H52J0(
^ i , j &

s is j1Jd(
~ i , j !

s is j

r i j
3 , ~1!

where the spin variables i561 is located at the sitei of a
square lattice, the sum(^ i , j & runs over all pairs of neares
neighbor sites and the sum( ( i , j ) runs over all distinct pairs
of sites of the lattice;r i j is the distance~in crystal units!
between sitesi and j ; J0.0 andJd.0 are the ferromagnetic
exchange and antiferromagnetic dipolar coupling parame
respectively. For simplicity, we rewrite this Hamiltonian
follows:

H52d(
^ i , j &

s is j1(
~ i , j !

s is j

r i j
3 , ~2!

with d5J0 /Jd . There are few numerical results concerni
the equilibrium statistical mechanics, i.e., the finite tempe
ture phase diagram, of this model. In a recent wo
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MacIsaac, Whitehead, Robinson, and De’Bell2 have shown
that the ground state of Hamiltonian~2! is the antiferromag-
netic state ford,0.85. Ford.0.85 the antiferromagnetic
state becomes unstable with respect to the formation
striped domain structures, that is, to state configurations w
spins aligned along a particular axis forming a ferromagne
strip of constant widthh, so that spins in adjacent strips a
antialigned, forming a superlattice in the direction perpe
dicular to the strips. They also showed that striped state
increasingly higher thicknessh become more stable asd in-
creases fromd50.85. Moreover, they showed that th
striped states are also more stable than the ferromagnetic
for arbitrary large values ofd, suggesting such a phase to b
the ground state of the model ford.0.85. Monte Carlo cal-
culations on finite lattices at low temperature2,3 gave further
support to this proposal, at least for intermediate values od.
Furthermore, such simulations have shown that strip
phases of increasingly higher values ofh may become ther-
modynamically stable atfinite temperatures for intermediat
values ofd. This results are in agreement with other analy
ones.1,5 For low values ofd the system presents an antife
romagnetic phase at low temperatures. At high temperatu
of course, the system becomes paramagnetic.

The dynamics of the model is characterized by the form
tion and growth of magnetic domains, due to the competit
between the exchange and the dipolar interactions, whic
low temperatures generate very large relaxation times. I
Monte Carlo study of the time evolution of the magnetiz
tion, Sampaio, de Albuquerque, and de Menezes3 have
shown the existence of two different types of relaxation,
cording to the value ofd. For d.dc;2.7 the magnetization
relaxes exponentially, with a relaxation time that depen
both on the temperature andd. For d,dc the magnetization
presents a power-law decay, with an exponent indepen
of d. They also showed the existence of strong hystere
effects in the presence of an external magnetic field fod
.dc . Since hysteresis is a typical nonequilibrium pheno
enon associated with domain dynamics with large relaxa
times, one also expects the presence ofagingeffects, that is,
history dependence in the time evolution of the respo
functions after the system has been quenched into some
equilibrium state.
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Aging phenomena have been vastly studied in disorde
systems such as spin glasses~see Ref. 8, and reference
therein!, which are essentially out of equilibrium on expe
mental time scales. However, they appear also in the ph
ordering kinetics ofordered systems, such as the Isin
ferromagnet,9–11 associated with a slow domain dynamic
Aging can be observed in real systems through different
periments. A typical example is the zero-field-cooling12 ex-
periment, in which the sample is cooled in zero field to
subcritical temperature at timet0 . After a waiting timetw a
small constant magnetic field is applied and subsequently
time evolution of the magnetization is recorded. It is th
observed that the longer the waiting timetw the slower the
relaxation.

Although aging can be detected through several tim
dependent quantities, a straightforward way to establish
a numerical simulation is to calculate the spin autocorre
tion function

C~ t,tw!5
1

N (
i

^s i~ t1tw!s i~ tw!&, ~3!

where ^¯& means an average over different realizations
the thermal noise andtw is the waiting time, measured from
some quenching timet050.

In this work we present the results of Monte Carlo sim
lations in the two-dimensional Ising spin model defined
the Hamiltonian~2! on aN520320 square lattice with free
boundary conditions. We chose the heat-bath algorithm
the spin dynamics and time is measured in Monte Carlo s
per site. The quantity~3! is averaged over 100 samples; f
each run the system is initialized in a random initial config
ration corresponding to a quenching from infinite tempe
ture to the temperatureT at which the simulation is done. W
analyze the behavior ofC(t,tw) as a function of the obser
vation timet, for different values oftw , d, andT.

At enough high temperatures we find that the system d
not present aging, that is, for any value ofd there is a tem-
perature above whichC(t,tw) is independent oftw , as ex-
pected in a paramagnetic phase. At low temperatures we
different types of aging behaviors asd is varied.

The typical behaviors ofC(t,tw) are illustrated in Figs. 1
and 2, forT50.5 and different values ofd @waiting times
tw55n (n52,...,6)#. We also analyzed, for the same valu
of T andd, the time evolution of the magnetization per s
m(t) and the staggered magnetization per sitems(t) starting
from different initial conditions, in order to characterize th
different relaxation regimes.

In Fig. 1 we see the typical behavior ofC(t,tw) in the
antiferromagnetic state. The characteristic signature
C(t,tw) in this regime is the appearance of a plateau at so
intermediate value oft independent oftw ~t;103 for d
521!, whereC(t,tw) remains constant for a period of tim
that depends onT andd; after such periodC(t,tw) relaxes to
zero. We also see a dependency ontw , that is, aging. The
inset shows the evolution ofm(t) ~filled circles! and ms(t)
~open circles! starting from a random initial condition. W
also analyzed the evolution of the same quantities star
from a fully magnetized initial state@m(0)51#. We did not
find any hysteresis effect in this region, the only differen
being a much more slower convergence ofms(t) towards a
d
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constant value. These kinds of behaviors appear for nega
values and also for small positive values ofd at enough small
temperatures, in agreement with previous calculations of
phase diagram of the model.2 The existence of these plateau
suggests some type of quasiequilibrium state. This beha
is rather unusual in this kind of system and it is probab
related to the long-range character of the interactions.

We have also studied the decay ofC(t,tw) in the para-
magnetic phase, ford50.5 andT50.5. Althought the sys-
tem does not display aging, it is worth to note thelogarith-
mic decay ofC(t,tw). This is a characteristic feature of th
dynamics, that is, the relaxation ofC(t,tw) is always slow,
even in the paramagnetic region. It would be interesting
analyze whether this behavior is characteristic of the wh
paramagnetic phase.

In Fig. 2 we showC(t,tw) for different values ofd cor-
responding to the striped region, below3 @Fig. 2~a!# and
above@Fig. 2~b!# dc;2.7. The behavior ofms(t) in all these
cases shows no traces of antiferromagnetic ordering. On
other hand, the behavior ofm(t) starting from a random
@m(0)50# and a fully magnetized@m(0)51# states shows
a clear distinction between both regions: while ford.dc
strong hysteresis effects appear, ford,dc such effects are
negligible, in agreement with the results of Ref. 3.

We found thatC(t,tw) obeys a different type of dynami
scaling law for both striped regions, as can be seen from
data collapse of Fig. 3. Ford,dc C(t,tw) obeys the dynamic
scaling

C~ t,tw!}cd$ ln~ t !/ ln@t~ tw!#% ~4!

@see Fig. 3~a!#, while for d.dc it obeys the following scaling

C~ t,tw!}cd@ t/t~ tw!#, ~5!

FIG. 1. Autocorrelation functionC(t,tw) vs the observation
time t at T50.5 andd521, for tw552 ~circles!, tw553 ~squares!,
tw554 ~triangles!, and tw555 ~hexagons!. Inset: magnetization
m(t) ~filled circles! and staggered magnetizationms(t) vs time.
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@see Fig. 3~b!#, where the time scalet(tw) ~Ref. 13! is shown
in the insets. We observed, for values ofd far enough ofdc ,
the scaling formt(tw);tw

a . The log-log linear fitting from
Fig. 3 gives the following values:a50.8360.02 for d
52.0 anda51.0060.05 for d54.0. We have also studie
the scaling law for other values ofd in both regions, which
are not presented here. In all these cases we obtainedd
well below dc a logarithmic scalingC(t,tw)}c@ ln(t)/ln(tw)#
@Fig. 3~a!#, while for d.dc we observe a scaling form
C(t,tw)}c(t/tw

a ) @Fig. 3~b!#, with a exponenta that ap-
proaches the unity asd increases. The scaling form o
C(t,tw) deviates from the previous ones asd approachesdc .
We also tested the linear scaling ford,dc and the logarith-
mic scaling ford.dc . In both cases no data collapse w
observed, regardless the freedom introduced by the func
t(tw).

It has been proposed14,11 that aging phenomena are bas

FIG. 2. Autocorrelation functionC(t,tw) vs the observation
time t for tw553 ~circles!, tw554 ~squares!, tw555 ~triangles!, and
tw556 ~hexagons!, for different values ofd corresponding to the
striped phase. Insets: magnetizationm(t) vs time starting from ran-
dom @m(0)50, open circles# and a fully magnetized@m(0)51,
filled circles# states.
r

on

on a slow domain growth at low temperatures, where a
certain timet a characteristic domain sizeL(t) is reached.
The time evolution of quantities like the autocorrelatio
function will then present a crossover from dynamical p
cesses characterized by length scales smaller than the alr
achieved domain size to processes at larger scales domin
by domain growth through the movement of domain wa
In this scenario, scaling arguments11 leads to the following
expected dependency ofC(t,tw):

C~ t,tw!}c@L~ t1tw!/L~ tw!#, ~6!

at least for large values oft and tw . Hence, in the aging
regimet@tw a scaling form

C~ t,tw!}c@L~ t !/L~ tw!#, ~7!

is expected.13

Our results ford.dc are consistent with at/tw scaling for
large values ofd, where the ferromagnetic short-range inte
actions are dominant. This type of scaling, which is asso
ated with an algebraic growth of the domain sizeL(t)}tc,

FIG. 3. Data collapse of the curves shown in Fig. 2~the values
of tw and the corresponding symbols are the same in both figur!.
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appears in the slow domain growth dynamics of disorde
systems with a ferromagnetic ground state.9–11

Much more interesting is the logarithmic scaling for
ln(t)/ln(tw) when d,dc . This scaling is associated with
logarithmic time dependence of the domain sizeL(t)
}(ln t)c predicted by an activated dynamics scenario p
posed in the context of spin glasses,14 in which disorder and
frustration generate active droplets excitations with a br
energy distribution.

In summary we have shown that the interplay betwe
short- and long-range competitive interactions in an orde
system give rise to different kinds of aging at low tempe
tures. The different behaviors appear to be related to dif
ent domain dynamics as the relative strengths of the inte
tions are changed. In particular, for intermediate values od,
where the strengths are comparable, the competition betw
them generate a slow relaxation dynamic consistent with
d
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activated dynamics scenario, usually associated with di
dered systems like Lennard-Jones glasses15 and disordered
ferromagnets.11 This result suggests a possible relations
between the microscopic dynamic properties of this mo
and that of disordered systems. In this sense, it would b
interest to investigate, for instance, the possible existenc
broad energy distributions of low-lying excitations in th
present model. Works along these directions are in prog
and will be published elsewhere.
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